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You know ECS from TAAS MASTER™ and TAKS MASTER®.
Rest assured. The content in the STAAR MASTER® series is 100% new
and developed according to the TEA test blueprints for STAAR™.

All New! Research-Based Series for Texas
For more than two decades, we have helped you achieve student success on Texas tests
by providing the highest quality test-prep materials. With STAAR MASTER ®, we continue
our commitment to create research-based content that engages students and makes
teaching easier.
• Based on eligible TEKS and STAAR test blueprints
• All new content with increased rigor
• Emphasis on readiness standards
• Assessment of process skills within context (mathematics, science, and social studies)
• More open-ended (griddable) items (mathematics and science)
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Copyright infringement is a violation of Federal Law.
©2012 by ECS Learning Systems, Inc., Bulverde, Texas. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced,
translated, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any way or by any means (electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording,
or otherwise) without prior written permission from ECS Learning Systems, Inc.
Reproduction of any part of this publication for an entire school or for a school system, by for-profit institutions and tutoring centers,
or for commercial sale is strictly prohibited.
Printed in the United States of America. STAAR MASTER is a Registered Trademark of ECS Learning Systems, Inc.

Disclaimer Statement
ECS Learning Systems, Inc. recommends that the purchaser/user of this publication preview and use his/her own judgment when
selecting lessons and activities. Please assess the appropriateness of the content and activities according to grade level and maturity of
your students. The responsibility to adhere to safety standards and best professional practices is the duty of the teachers, students,
and/or others who use the content of this publication. ECS Learning Systems is not responsible for any damage, to property or
person, that results from the performance of the activities in this publication.
STAAR is a Trademark of Texas Education Agency. STAAR MASTER and ECS Learning Systems, Inc. are not affiliated with or
sponsored by the Texas Education Agency or the State of Texas.
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Overview of STAAR MASTER® Practice Tests
The STAAR MASTER® Practice Tests allow
teachers to assess their students’ mastery of
the curriculum standards tested on the State
of Texas Assessments of Academic Readiness
(STAAR™). Each Practice Test reflects the
test structure and content outlined in the
corresponding STAAR blueprint provided by
the Texas Education Agency. Teachers can find
the blueprint for each STAAR assessment at the
agency’s Web site: http://www.tea.state.tx.us.
In particular, each STAAR MASTER Practice
Test includes—
• course-specific practice items based only
on the eligible Texas Essential Knowledge
and Skills (TEKS)

• the correct number of practice items for
both readiness standards and supporting
standards, reflecting the ratio specified in
test blueprints
• the appropriate number of griddable
practice items (mathematics only)
• rigorous practice items that assess skills at
a greater depth

When administering any of the STAAR
MASTER Practice Test, teachers should
be aware of the following points.
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• the exact number of practice items
specified in the blueprint for the
corresponding test

The Teacher Guide for each STAAR MASTER
Practice Test includes a correlation chart that
provides the following information for each item:
• correct answer
• reporting category
• tested standard(s)
• identification as readiness vs.
supporting standard
• complexity level
For a complete list of the eligible TEKS for the
appropriate subject and grade level, refer to the
STAAR MASTER Student Practice Books.

1. Each actual STAAR assessment has a
4-hour time limit. The same time limit
should be set for any practice test
administered to students.
2. Dictionaries must be available for all students
taking the STAAR reading assessment
(grades 6–8 only) and writing assessment
(grade 7 only). Dictionaries should be
available to students for those subject areas
and at those grade levels during practice tests,
as well.
For further information about the content or
structure of the STAAR assessments, please visit
the TEA Web site: http://www.tea.state.tx.us.
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Each STAAR MASTER® Practice Test Teacher Guide includes a Correlation Chart with
pertinent information for each item in the test booklet.
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Correlation Chart Features:
• complete answer key
• identification of the reporting category for each item
• standard(s) and expectation(s) tested in each item
• identification of readiness and supporting standards
• complexity level (Low, Moderate, High) of each item

STAAR MASTER® Practice Test, Teacher Guide—Reading, Grade 3

Practice Tests
FREE Teacher Guide included with each pack.
English
Reading, Grade 3
Reading, Grade 4
Reading, Grade 5
Reading, Grade 6
Reading, Grade 7
Reading, Grade 8

Math, Grade 3
Math, Grade 4
Math, Grade 5
Math, Grade 6
Math, Grade 7
Math, Grade 8

Writing, Grade 4
Writing, Grade 7

Spanish
Reading, Grade 3 Math, Grade 3
Reading, Grade 4 Math, Grade 4
Reading, Grade 5 Math, Grade 5
Call for availability

Consumable practice tests—may not be reproduced. STAAR MASTER® Practice Tests are non-returnable.
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See page 3 of this Sample Booklet for a detailed description of the STAAR MASTER® Practice Tests.

STAAR MASTER® Practice Test

Reading, Grade 3—Form A

Read “The Ant and the Grasshopper” and “The Tortoise and the Hare,” and
answer the questions that follow.

The Ant and the Grasshopper by Aesop
On a warm summer day, a Grasshopper was hopping about. He chirped and
he sang, as happy as he could be. Just then, an Ant passed by, pulling on an ear
of corn. He worked hard to carry the huge cob to his nest.
“Come and chat with me,” said the Grasshopper. “You do not need to work
so hard.”
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“I am laying up food for the winter,” said the Ant. “I think you should do
the same.”
“Why bother about winter?” asked the Grasshopper. “I have plenty of food
to eat right now.”
Not stopping to listen, the Ant continued with his work. When the winter
c
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Reading, Grade 3—Form A

Use “The Ant and the Grasshopper” to answer questions 1–4.
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1. Which words in the story mean the same as “storing”?
A
B
C
D

Laying up
Pulling on
Sharing
Suffering from
Complexity Level

Standard/Expectation
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2. The Grasshopper does not store food because he—
©

A has already stored food
B does not know how to store food
C
STAAR MASTER® Practice Test—Reading, Grade 3
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All New Content!
You have used our TAAS and TAKS MASTER® books—
now expect the same ECS quality and rigor with…

Reading • Mathematics • Writing • Social Studies • Science
English and Spanish versions
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Credible
Same ECS quality and rigor
• based on eligible TEKS and
STAAR™ test blueprints
• practice items marked with
complexity level (L, M, or H)
• questions labeled with “skill tags”
• targeted practice in a variety of
contexts

Authentic

Fresh

Reflects key characteristics
of STAAR™

Includes brand-new materials

• increased rigor
• emphasis on readiness standards
• more open-ended (griddable) items
(mathematics and science)
• assessment of process skills
within context (mathematics,
science, and social studies)

•
•
•
•

all new content
range of topics to interest students
clear and consistent page layout
complete answer keys for teachers

ecslearningsystems.com
We make teaching easier!SM
ECS Learning Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 440 • Bulverde, TX 78163-0440
1.800.688.3224
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The most trusted name in Texas testing materials
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Reading • Mathematics • Writing • Social Studies • Science
Grades 3–8

Value-Priced to give each student a copy.

STAAR MASTER® Student Practice Books
FREE Teacher Guide (a $15.00 value) included with each pack. For School
Packs, an extra Teacher Guide will be included free for each additional
30 copies ordered.

Reading, Grade 3
Reading, Grade 4
Reading, Grade 5
Reading, Grade 6
Reading, Grade 7
Reading, Grade 8

English
Math, Grade 3
Math, Grade 4
Math, Grade 5
Math, Grade 6
Math, Grade 7
Math, Grade 8

Spanish
Reading, Grade 3 Math, Grade 3
Reading, Grade 4 Math, Grade 4
Reading, Grade 5 Math, Grade 5

Writing, Grade 4
Writing, Grade 7
Science, Grade 5
Science, Grade 8

Science, Grade 5

Social Studies, Grade 8

For ordering information, please visit

www.ecslearningsystems.com
arch Ba
sed

Rese

800.688.3224 • customercare@ecslearningsystems.com

Stay Connected
Like
ECS Learning Systems

SOLE SOURCE
Follow
ECSLearn

STAAR MASTER is a Registered Trademark of ECS Learning Systems, Inc. STAAR is a Trademark of Texas Education Agency. STAAR
MASTER and ECS Learning Systems, Inc., are not affiliated with or sponsored by the Texas Education Agency or the State of Texas.
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ECS Learning Systems, Inc.
is the SOLE SOURCE for STAAR MASTER®
books listed above.
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